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What is Rare Book?
A book that is distinguished by its early printing date, its limited issue, the special
character of the edition or binding, or its historical interest. Origin of rare book.
1890-1895. first recorded in 1890-95.
Intrinsic Importance
The most essential factor in determining rarity is the book's intrinsic importance,
or how important the book is considered in its field. ... A book known to exist in
only a few copies may have value if it has importance and is in demand.
From a book collector's point of view, a rare book is 'a book you want badly and
can't find', or a book that is 'important, desirable and hard to get'. However, there is
no clear-cut definition of what makes a book a rare book. Even different libraries
and booksellers employ different criteria. The terms 'rare', 'antiquarian' and 'old' are
not clearly defined or indeed distinguished.
The rarity of a book has different aspects; too ‘rarity’ can refer to the way the book
is supposed to be handled, to the number of existing copies, and to its value.

Ultimately, though, the value of a book as a collectible is directly related to
the book's relative scarcity. ... First editions tend to be considered "rare" as a
generality because the first printing of a book represents only a small number of
the total number of copies that are printed.
“Antiquarian” or “rare” books. To some extent these two relatively vague but
omnipresent terms are used interchangeably in the trade. Nevertheless, they have
subtly different connotations. Antiquarian, like antique, suggests something both
old and collectible; that is, a book one would want to preserve both for its age
alone and also for its intrinsic interest as an object. The term “antiquarian”
encompasses the ordinary second-hand book. By contrast, the term “rare” connotes
something definitely valuable.
Special Collections maintains a small collection of manuscripts that date from
antiquity to the present. The collection is intended to demonstrate the physical
characteristics of the book before printing, and it contains a wide variety of scripts
and materials from various time periods. From antiquity, the Middle Ages, and the
Renaissance, the collection includes:

For Rare Books, Special Reports, and Manuscripts
Rare book society of India: Link www.rarebooksocietyofindia.org/
National Digital Library: Link https://ndl.iitkgp.ac.in/
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